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1. Introduction
Let K be a. non-discrete locally compact field. In this paper we shall
discuss the construction of unitary representations of discrete series of SL(2, K).
For each quadratic extension K^V), we define the imbedding of SL{2, K) into
the symplectic group associated with K{\/T). A natural projective unitary
representation of the symplectic group associated with a locally compact abelian
group G on L\G) was constructed by A. Weil [5]. If we restrict it to SL(2, K),
we can show that it constitute a unitary representation (the unitary operator
corresponding to s=(* QJ coincide with the Fourier transform on K(\/T)).
If we denote with C the multiplicative group of elements of norm 1 in K(\ZV), the
operator induced by the transformation u->tuy /GCon K(\/T) commute with
operators of the representation. So by Fourier transformation with respect to
the compact abelian group C, the representation is decomposed into invariant
subspaces (this procedure for the case K=R and for the operator corresponding
to s is the classical construction of Fourier-Bessel transform). They are shown
to be equivalent to discrete series constructed by I.M. GeΓfand and M.I. Graev.
Our method works also well when K is a finite field .Pand the representations
thus obtained (decomposed further if necessary) together with the representa-
tions obtained by E. Hecke [1] are shown to constitute all irreducible representa-
tions of SL(2y F) (The problem of construction of all irreducible representations
of SL(2, F) was solved by another method by I.M. GeΓfand and M.I. Graev in
[2]). We do not discuss this problem in this paper.
We can also reconstruct the representation of the modular congruence group
obtained by H.D. Kloosterman [4] who used the transformation formula of theta
functions. This representation does not give all irreducible representatiosn of
the modular congruence group when decomposed. Modifying a little the con-
struction, we obtain a new representation which may give some of irreducible
representations absent in H.D. Kloosterman's work. This problem will be
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discussed in the forthcoming part II of the present work.
The discrete series of SL(2> R) was constructed by V. Bargman. The
problem of constructing discrete series of SL(2, K), where K is a non-discrete
totally disconnected locally compact field, was solved by I.M. GeΓfand and
M.I. Graev. They defined Bessel functions of the second kind over a non-
discrete locally compact field by integral representation, gave the family of
operators expressed by them and showed that they constitute an irreducible
representation (when K=R, Bessel functions of the second kind are Bessel func-
tions of integral index in the usual sense and the representations constructed by
them are another realization of the discrete series constructed by V. Bargman).
Their construction is described in [3].
In Section 2, we collect the results of Chapter I in [5] which we need later.
Section 3 contains some known facts about non-discrete totally disconnected
locally compact fields. We consider these fields only and omit the case when
K=R. An auxiliary computation needed in 5 will be made in Section 4. In
Section 5 we construct a unitary representation of SL(2, K). The space of the
constructed representation is decomposed into invariant subspaces and the
representations obtained by the decomposition are shown to be equivalent to the
discrete series constructed by I.M. GeΓfand and M.I. Graev (Section 6).
Professor H. Yoshizawa informed the author that the problem of construct-
ing representations of the modular congruence group had been undertaken with
considerable progress by J.A. Shalika in his unpublished work.
2. Summary of results of A. Weil
Let G be a commutative locally compact group and let G* be its dual. For
M G G and W*EG*, put <z/, u*y=u*(u). Let du and du* be Haar measures on
G and G* respectively. Define Fourier transform of Φ(u) by
Φ*^*) = \ Φ(u)<(u, u*ydu .
Inversion formula and Plancherel formula are written as follows:
φ(^) = c \ Φ*(w*)
and
f \Φ(u)\2du = Λ
where c is a positive constatnt.
Added in Proof.
Professor M. Kuga informed the author that J.A. Shalika, in 1965, had stated the connection
of these problems with the work of A. Weil.
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Let G and H be commutative locally compact groups with Haar measures
du and dv. If u-+ua is a homomorphism of G into H, its dual a* is a homo-
morphism of H* into G* defined by the formula <jιa, v*y=ζu, v*a*y for any
u^G and v*^H*. The module of an isomorphism a of G onto ϋf is the
number \a\ =d(ua)/du defined by the formula
(Ό)dv= \a\[F(ua)du,
where F^U(H). If H*=G and # = # * , a is called a symmetric homomorphism.
Let T be the multiplicative group of the complex numbers of module 1.
A continuous complex-valued function / on G is called a character of the second
degree, if its value lie in T and f(u1+u2)f(u1)~1f(u2)~1 is an ordinary character in
u
λ
 for each fixed u2. If / is any such, then there exists a unique symmetric
homomorphism pf of G into G* such that
<μ» u2pfy =f(u1+u2)/f(u1)f(u2).
/ is called non-degenerate if pf is an isomorphism.
Let w-^wσ be an automorphism of G xG*. Putting w=(u, u*)y σ can be
represented by matrix:
(«, u*)(a f ) =
where α, /9, γ and δ are homomorphisms of G into G, of G into G*, of G*
into G and of G* into G* respectively. An automorphism of G xG* is called
symplectic if σστ=I where
' - ( -
δ
* _
Put F(w1, w2) = <MX, z/2*> for wi=(ui9 u{*)^G xG* (z"=l, 2). σ is symplectic if
and only if
F{w1σy w2σ)F(w2σy w^)'1 = F(wiy w2)F(w2, w,)'1
for any w19 w2^G xG*. The group of all symplectic automorphism is denoted
with Sp(G).
Let A(G) be the group of all pairs zv, t, where w=(u, w*) E G X G*, ί e T and
(«;„ t1)(w29 t2)=(w1-\-w2y F(w19 w2)tλt2). For w=(v, v*) and ί e Γ , we define the
unitary operator U(w, i) in !Q=L2(G) by the formula [U(w, ί)Φ](w)=^Φ(z/+?;)
ζμ,v*y, Φ E § . C/(w, ί) is a unitary representation of A(G). Let Λ(G) denote
the group of all unitary operators U(w, t), which is clearly isomorphic to A(G)>
and B0(G) denote the group of all unitary operators I^in ξ> such that VA(G)V~1=
A(G). Each member of B0(G) induces an automorphism of A(G) which have the
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form (w, i)->(wσy /(zϋ)ί), where σ is an automorphism of G xG* and / is a
continuous function from G xG* to T related with σ by the following identity:
F(w1σ9 w2σ) = F(w19 ^ 2 )/K+<)//K)/K) .
Conversely, any pair <r, / with this relation defines an automorphism of A(G),
and the group of all such is denoted by B0(G)((σyf)(=B0(G) implies that σ is
symplectic and / is a character of the second degree). Let π0 deonte the homo-
morphism of B0(G) into B0(G) defined by the foregoing considerations. πQ is
surjective and its kernel is the group of constant multiples of the identity.
Now define the following elements in B0(G):
where a is an automorphism of G.
where / is a character of the second degree on G.
(iϋ) d
o
\7) = ( ( ° - j * " 1 ) , <M, -«*>),
where 7 is an isomorphism of G* onto G.
Let a, 7, / be as above. Define the following operators on
( i ) d
o
(a)Φ(u)= \a\1/2Φ(ua)
(ii) t
o
(f)Φ(u) = Φ(u)f(u)
(iii) d
o
'(y)Φ(u) = &l2\
where c is the positive constant appearing in the inversion formula.
Then they are in B0(G) and d0(a)=π0od0(a), t0(f)=π0ot0(f) and d'(y)=
For a non-degenerate character of the second degree / on G, there exists the
constant y(/) e T such that
( 1 )
where Φ G S ( G ) (space of the functions of type Schwartz and Bruhat).
For s=(σ, f) and σ={^ £\ put y=y(j). Let Ω0(G) be the set of
elements s^B0(G) such that y(s) is an isomorphism of G* onto G. Each
element s in Ω0(G) can be written uniquely in the form
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s=t
o
(f1)do'('Y)to(f2).
Put
rj(s) = t
o
(fjd
o
'(y)t
o
(ft).
Let s=(σ,f), s'=(σ-',f) and s"=(σ",f") be elements in Ω0(G) such that s"=ss',
where .= (« £), , '_(£ f ) and •_(£ f.'). Then
where f0 is the character of the second degree on G defined by the formula
For ίGΩo(G), s-1 is contained in Ω0(G) and ro(j)ro(ί"1)=/.
If u-+2u is an automorphism of G, a natural injective homomorphism σ=
(a §)-+(<r,fo) of ^ ( G ) into B0(G) exists, where
/ > , u*) = <κ, 2-1
(σ,/
σ
) is simply denoted with σ. Let σ> σ' and cr'r be elements of Ω0(G) such
that σ"=σσ\ where σ = ί^ ζ\ etc. Then
where
( 2 ) fo(u)-<2-%u
Ύ
-
1
Ύ
fV-^
3. Properties of a non-discrete totally disconnected locally compact
field
Let K be a non-discrete totally disconnected locally compact field. Let
K+ be the additive group of K, K* its multiplicative group and dx be a Haar
measure on K. Define a function |α | on K by the formula d(ax)= \a\dx and
call I a \ norm of the element a. Normalize dx such that \ dx=l.
/£* is isomorphic to the direct product ZxZgχA of an infinite cyclic
group Z, a cyclic group Zq^ί of order q—l> q^p" (p a prime number) and
group A of elements x in K such that \x—\ | < 1 . Assume that >^ is odd. K
has three quadratic extension ΛΓ(γ/p~), /jΓ(i/<ίΓ) and K(χ/£p~)., where p and
6 are generating elements of Z and Zq respectively.
Let us fix a quadratic extension L^K^V). For z=x-\-\Zτry define z=
x—\/Ty, S(z)=z+z and N(z)=zz. We take dz=dxdy for Haar measure on
L+. Define for x£ΞK sign
τ
 x=l if # can be expressed as x=N(z) for some
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and sign
τ
#= — 1 otherwise. sign
τ
 x is a character of K*. Put K±—
A set of elements t in L which satisfy N(t)=c is called a circle in L. We
denote with C the circle with c=ί. On a circle there exists a measure d*t which
is invariant under the multiplication of elements of C, normalized by the condition
that total measure on the circle is 1.
If a function Φ(u) on L satisfies Φ(tu)=Φ(u) for t^C, thenΦ(u)=<p(N(u)),
where φ is a function defined on K
 +. We have
J Φ(u) du = a A <p(x) dx ,
where
Let X(x) be a non-trivial character of K+ such that %(#) is trivial on additive
group {x; | # | < 1 } and non trivial on {x; |Λ| <^ W } forw^l. For a^K*, put
Detailed discussion of the facts listed above can be found in [3, Chapter II,
§1 and §2].
4. Computation of a constant
Put ζuy vy=Xa(S(uΰ)) for u, v<=L. <M, U> defines a self-duality of Z/+.
Taking G=L+, we shall apply the general theory described in 2. In this section
we compute γ(/) for f(u)=X(bN(u))y where b(=K*.
By (1), for Φ G 5 ( G ) , we have
( 3 )
Put
ί
g~M and
where n is an integer satisfying | b\ q~2n^ί. Let Φ be the indicator function of
L
n
, then (3) reduces to
( X ( b N ( u ) ) ( [ X(-bS(uv)dv)du = <γ(f)\b\~1\τ\-1/2[ du .
So we have
where
\ ; \bu1\<:q
n
y
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I f w e n o t i c e t h a t \N(x+χ/τ~y)\ < 1 if a n d o n l y if \x\ < 1 a n d \y\ < 1 , w e h a v e
L*= ίu; \b2τN(u)\<q2n\ .
So by putting b
n
= \ b2τ\ ~x(fn, we have
*X{bN{u))du = aλ X{bx)dx
L
n JK+>\x\<bn
= aT\b\-
1[ X(x)dx (sing
τ
b=±l)
χ(
x
) dx+ύgn
r
 b [ X(x) sign
τ
 xdx .
Kbnlb]-1 JlxKbnlb]-1
For sufficiently large n, the first term in blacket vanishes and the second term does
not depend on n (for this and for what follows in this section, see [3, pp. 198-206]).
So we have for such n
\ * X(bN(u)) du = sign
τ
 b \ b | -1 c'1,
where
c~
λ
 = -^- \ X(x) sign
τ
 xdx .
Therefore
( 4 ) Ύ(f) — signτ b c~λ I T 11/2.
c
r
 satisfies the following identity:
c\= \τ\ sign
τ
(—1).
5. Construction of a unitary representaion of SL(2> K)
Let a^K, then multiplication by a:u->ua defines a homomorphism of
G=L+ which we will denote with a. Each element of SL(2, K) can be con-
sidered as an elemnet of Sp{G). So SL(2, K) can be imbedded homomorphically
into B0(G).
If α, γEΞK* and β<ΞΞK, then for ΦEΞ&=L2(G)
1
 ^Φ(u) = Φ(u)X
a
(βN(u)),
(u)= \a\\τ\1/2\7\-1Φ*(-uj-1).° -
(
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Let Ω be the subset of SL(2, K) consisting of elements g=\ JΓ ) with
By the formula
a β\
=
 (I ay-yO " T V l δ7"Λ
γ δ / Vo l Λγ o Λ o i / '
we have for g=(a § )eΩ and
= \a\
Let IΊ&=&, where
 < ? 3 = ( " ; ^ ' ) ( i = l , 2, 3). We have
( ζ ^ r ( 0 \ r ( 0 \ = <y( f \ r ( 0 \
where
So by (4) we have
Ύ(Jo) = s i g n τ (737i72) c-11 T 11/2.
Now define a unitary operator T"(£) in ξ>, for ^ ^ ί 0 ' U E Ω and Φ G § , by the
formula
( 6 ) T(g)Φ(u)= |fl|sign
τ
fl.ί:
τ | γ |
Then (5) reduces to
is a consequence of r
o
(g)r
o
(g~1)=I and cj= | τ | sign
τ
 (—1). Let G
o
 be the sub-
group of SL(2, K) consisting of elements g
o
=(rί -i)> t n e n t n e operators
defined for Φ e ξ) by the formula
( 7 ) T(g0) Φ{u) = signτ α | a \ Xa(aβN(u)) Φ(au)
give a unitary representation of G
o
. It can easily be verified that
T(go')Άg)=T(g
o
'g)
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if g'^G0 a n d ^ e Ω . So the family of unitary operators defined by (6) and (7)
is a unitary representation of SL(2, K). This representation is obviously conti-
nuous, because a homomorphism between groups which is continuous on an open
subset is continuous everywhere.
6. Decomposition into invariant subspaces
For Φ E Φ , let the representation constructed in 5 be written as follows:
Άg)Φ(u)=\κ(g\u9v)Φ(υ)dυ,
For t^C, define the operators Rt in ξ> as follows:
RtΦ(u) = Φ(ΐu).
Then Rt commute with T(g). Let π be an element of C, character group of C,
and §* be the subspace of ξ> consisting of elements Φ which satisfy, for all ίGC,
RtΦ = π(t)Φ.
By above mentioned commutativity, ξ>
Λ
 is an invariant subspace of the represen-
tation space {T(g)9 $}. Put T«(g)= T(g) | ξ>Λ. If we define
,(fO= ( Φ(tu)π(t)d*t,
Jc
then we have the inversion formula,
and the Plancherel formula
So we have constructed the decomposition of {T(g)y ξ)} into {T^g), ξ)Λ}. Extend
π to a character of L* and put
Then Φf
Λ
{tu)=ΦflC{u) for all ίGC, so Φ'«{u)==<p(N(u)\ where 9? is a function
defined on K+ . The mapping Φ^-^φ is an isometric transformation of ξ)rt onto
L2(K+), because
I φ(x) 12 dx .
We have
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(T(g)Φ)1t(u) =
= [ K(g I u, tυ) Φ
Λ
(ta) dv (t e C)
= j(^K(g\u y tv)π(t)d*t)Φ«(υ)dv .
Because
r JJ_H
Jc V γ
\ U / J tt
we have , for
(M) = lα | s ign τ α. C τ i^ f χ(aN(u)+δN(v)\| γ | J V γ /
χ
/f / _
 JV(M).+^)Γ'V ( ,X
For ^OΞΞGO,
(Γ( A )Φ)ί (u) = π(a) signτ α | a \ Xa(aβN(u))Φ'«(au).
So the induced action of T*(g) on φ{x) can be written as follows:
x)=[ K%g\x,y)φ{y)dy,
where
Jtt=yx x \ 7 /
and for£ 0 eG 0
^ ( ^ o I ^  J') = τr(«) sign
τ
 α I α I X
a
(aβx)8(y-a2x).
Put 0(x)=<£>(«"^ tf), then >^ is defined on K± according to signτ a=±l and
\φ(x)\*dx.
The induced action of T*(g) on ψ(x) can be written as follows:
T*{g)φ(x)=\ K%g\x,y)φ{y)dy,
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where
7 / Jtt=yχ~1
, and
ί{go \x,y) = π(a) s ig nτ oc I a \ X(aβx) S(y—a2x)
So we have constructed the discrete series obtained by I.M. Gel'fand and M.I.
Graev.
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